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Abstract 
This paper considers the problem of scheduling a tree-structured task system in a distributed 
environment with the goal of minimizing the makespan. Interprocessor communication delays 
are taken into account and task duplication is allowed. Furthermore, it is assumed that the 
number of processors is unlimited. It is shown that there is a polynomial-time algorithm for an 
outtree and that the intree case is NP-hard. In addition, a special case of intree is shown to be 
polynomially solvable. 
1. Introduction 
New scheduling problems arise from the efficient processing of task systems over 
distributed memory multiprocessors. They mainly differ from classical scheduling 
problems [6] because the precedence constraints (i.e. data transfers) between tasks 
that are not assigned the same processor involve communication times which have 
a significant effect upon the overall makespan. So there is a growing interest in 
knowing the computational complexity of these problems and in developing efficient 
algorithms to solve them either exactly or with performance guarantees. 
Rayward-Smith has shown in [8] that the UET scheduling problem with unit 
communication times is NP-hard. In [S], the authors have given an heuristic that 
takes the interprocessor communication delays into account; they have determined an 
upper bound of the makespan of the generated schedule in terms of the number of 
processors, the optimal makespan without considering communication delays and the 
maximum communication delay in one chain. In [7] Papadimitriou and Yannakakis 
have shown that when duplication is allowed and there is no limitation on the number 
of processors, the scheduling problem with unit execution times and a common larger 
communication time is NP-hard; they also have developed an approximate algorithm 
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with performance ratio two for the more general case when the communication times 
depend on the broadcasting tasks. Chretienne and Colin have proved in [3] that if the 
communication times are smaller than the processing times, duplication is allowed 
and there is no limitation on the number of processors, the corresponding scheduling 
problem can be solved by an efficient polynomial algorithm. When duplication is not 
allowed and the precedence graph is an intree or an outtree, Chretienne has shown in 
[l] that if the communication times are smaller than the processing times and there is 
no limitation on the number of processors, the corresponding scheduling problem is 
efficiently solved by an O(n’) dynamic programming algorithm. In [2], it is shown 
that when duplication is not allowed and there is no limitation on the number of 
processors, the scheduling problem is NP-hard and special cases such as the FORK 
graph, the JOIN graph and some extensions of these graphs are shown to be 
polynomial. 
The aim of this paper is to present new complexity results about tree scheduling 
with interprocessor communication delays and no limitation on the number of 
processors. It is shown that while scheduling an outtree is a simple polynomial 
problem if duplication is allowed, scheduling an outtree without duplication is an 
NP-hard problem as well as scheduling an intree with or without duplication. The 
analysis of the special case of an outtree we call the HARPOON graph yields those 
NP-hardness results. In Section 1, the scheduling problem is specified. Section 2 brie- 
fly presents the simple solution of the outtree case. Section 3 is devoted to the intree 
case, it is shown that no gain may be expected by creating duplicates, that the intree 
case is equivalent to the outtree case without duplication and that the HARPOON 
problem is NP-hard. Section 4 present a polynomial special case of the HARPOON 
problem. Some concluding remarks are given in the last section. 
2. Problem specification 
A generic instance of the scheduling problem is specified in terms of the following 
four parameters (I, U,p, v), where I = { 1, . . . . n} is a finite set of nodes (i.e. generic 
tasks), G = (I, U) is the precedence graph (G may have transitive directed edges), the 
natural number pi, i E Z is the processing time of node i (whichever processor executes 
it) and the natural number vij, (ij) E U is the communication time of the arc (i,j) (i.e. 
the time of the data transfer from any copy of task i to any copy of task j if these two 
copies are not processed by the same processor). 
A schedule S of the problem P = (I, U, p, v) is ajifinite set of assigned copies (where an 
assigned copy is a member of I x N x N whose first component is the generic task from 
which the copy is issued, whose second component is the processor to which the copy 
is assigned and whose third component is the time at which the copy is processed) 
such that 
(1) for each node i there is at least one copy (i, rc, t); 
(2) at any time, a processor executes at most one copy; 
(3) if (i, j) E U, then any copy (j, rc, t) must have a supplier (i, rc’, t’) such that if rc = rc’ 
then t > t’ + pi else t > t’ + pi + vij. 
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So, in a schedule, at least one copy of each generic task has to be processed; each copy 
of task i has to be supplied by one copy of every immediate predecessor of task i in G; if 
one copy and its supplier are not assigned the same processor, the interprocessor 
communication delay must be taken into account. 
Assuming uo limitation on the number of processors, the objective is to determine 
a schedule whose makespan (i.e. the largest completion time of a copy) is minimal. 
3. The outtree case 
If the precedence graph G = (I, U) is an outtree, the solution of the scheduling 
problem is made particularly simple by the ability to create duplicates. 
Let us first observe that if yi is the set of tasks on the path from the root to node i, 
then Pi = (Cksyi pk) - pi is a lower bound of the starting time of any copy of task i. We 
then define a schedule S* any copy of which is processed at its lower bound. The 
schedule S* uses as many processors as there are leaves in the outtree. Assume task i is 
a leaf and n is the corresponding processor, one copy of every task k of yi is assigned to 
rc and processed at time Pk on that processor. The supplier of any copy (distinct from 
the root) assigned to processor z is its immediate predecessor on rc. The process is then 
repeated for each leaf (see Fig. 1) and yields the schedule S*. It is clear that S* is an 
earliest schedule, that task i has as many duplicates as there are leaves in the 
sub-outtree whose root is i and that every copy of task i is scheduled at time Pi. Notice 
that no matter how large the communication delays are, the minimal makespan is 
equal to maxis (Pi3. 
4. The intree case 
In this section we show that when the precedence graph is an intree the correspond- 
ing scheduling problem is NP-hard. In fact, we shall prove a stronger result by 
012 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
The optimal schedule 
An outtree 
(arbitrary communication delays) 
Fig. 1. The optimal schedule S*. 
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showing that one special case of an intree whose depth is two is itself an NP-hard 
problem. We shall get this result through the following three stages: the first stage 
shows that no gain may be brought by task duplication and transforms the intree 
instance into an equivalent outtree instance without duplication. The second step 
considers the special case when one broadcasting task sends data to the heading tasks 
of n distinct two-task paths and shows that the schedules of a dominant subset are in 
one-to-one correspondence with the O/l integer solutions of a linear inequality system. 
The last step proves that solving the KNAPSACK decision problem polynomially 
reduces to deciding whether the inequality system has a O/l integer solution. 
4.1. No gain from duplication and the equivalent outtree instance 
Let P = (I, U,p, v) be an instance of the scheduling problem where G = (I, U) is 
an intree. The following lemma shows that no gain may be brought by creating 
duplicates. 
Lemma 4.1. The subset of schedules with no duplicates is a dominant subset. 
Proof. Assume S is a schedule of P (with makespan M(S)) that does duplicate some 
tasks and let i be one duplicated task all of whose immediate successors are not 
duplicated (notice that at least the root satisfies this condition). If task i is the root, 
then one may select in S one copy of the root with the smallest completion time and 
remove from S all the other copies of the root. If task i is not the root, let j be the 
immediate successor of task i in G and c be the unique assigned copy of j in S. The copy 
c has a i-supplier c’ in S and all the other copies of task i may be removed from S. In 
either case the makespan of the new schedule is at most M(S). The process is then 
repeated until we get a schedule without duplicates. 0 
It is now straightforward to transform an instance P = (I, U,p, v) of the intree 
scheduling problem into an “equivalent” instance P’ = (I, U ‘, p, v’) where G’ = (I, U’) 
is an outtree and duplication is not allowed. For this purpose, we define G’ as the 
reverse graph of G and the communication time Vlj as vji. G’ is an outtree and any 
schedule with no duplicates S of P yields a schedule S’ of P’ with the same makespan 
simply by reading backwards the time diagram of S (i.e. keeping the same processor 
allocation and defining the starting time ti(S’) as M(S) - C,(S), where C,(S) is the 
completion time of task i in S). The converse transformation can be made from any 
schedule of P’. This one-to-one correspondence between the two sets of schedules and 
Lemma 4.1 allows us to assert that the intree scheduling problem and the outtree case 
with no duplication are equivalent problems. 
4.2. The Harpoon problem 
It has been shown in [2] that scheduling the FORK graph (see Fig. 2) with no 
duplication is a polynomial problem. This section considers the HARPOON problem 
involving one root broadcasting data to the heading tasks of n distinct two-task paths. 
Fig. 2 illustrates a generic instance of the HARPOON problem. 
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that the communication times voi the to the 
n heading tasks are larger than times so no may 
be brought some heading tasks in parallel. 
such all the heading tasks are assigned same 
processor root. We shall also ignore root since 
root is the to be processed first p. units. 
We use the following convenient notation: 
time of the heading task tail iz) of path i, Ci is the 
communication time from task iI to task i 2, A (resp. B) is the sum CT=1 ai (resp. 
x1= 1 bi) and Q is the ordered list (1, . . . , n). If S is a schedule, then P,(S) (resp. P,(S)) is 
the set ofpaths whose tail tasks are (resp. are not) processed by processor 0. We finally 
assume that the path names are such that bI + C, 2 b2 + C2 2 1.. 3 b, + C,. 
Thus, an instance H of the HARPOON problem will be specified in terms of the 
parameters (n, a, b, C), where 
(1) u is a positive natural number, 
(2) a = (aI, . a,), b = (b,, . . . , b,) and C = (C,, . . ., 15,) are vectors whose compo- 
nents are natural numbers, 
(3) b, + Cl > bz + C2 3 ... B b, + C,. 
The next lemma defines a dominant subset. 
Lemma 4.2. Let H be an instance of HARPOON and J be a subset of P. The schedule 
S*(J) specified by 
(a) processor 0 executes successively the tasks iI, ie J according to their order in Q, 
the tasks iI, i E P - J in any order, and finally the tasks i2, i E P - J in any order, 
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(b) the tasks iz, ic J are processed at their earliest starting times on distinct 
processors, 
is optimal within the subset of schedules such that P,(S) = J. 
Proof. Let S be a schedule of H such that P,(S) = J. We first observe that the 
schedule S’ we get from S by making processor 0 execute successively the tasks il, i E J 
in the same order as in S, the tasks i,, iE P - J in any order and finally the tasks 
i,, igP - J in any order is at least as good as S. 
Assume now that in the schedule S’ task i,, i E J is not the first task to be processed 
by processor k (k # 0). Then task i2 may as well be processed on an unassigned 
processor at the same starting time or may be earlier. It follows that the schedule S” 
we get from S’ by processing the tasks i2, i E J at their earliest starting times on distinct 
processors is at least as good as S’. 
Suppose now that in the schedule S” processor 0 executes successively the two tasks 
ii andj, (i,j~ J) and that i > j. Consider the schedule S”’ we get by exchanging task ii 
and task j, on processor 0 and processing the corresponding second tasks i2 and j, at 
their earliest starting times (see Fig. 3). 
From the definition of the list 0, we have 
cj2(S"') < Cj*(S"), (1) 
Cix(S”‘) = Cj,(S”) + bi + Ci d Cj,(S”) + bj + Cj = Cj,(S”). (2) 
It follows that S”’ is at least as good as S” and that the schedule S*(J) is the best 
schedule such that P,(S) = J. 0 
Fig. 4 illustrates the structure of a dominant schedule S*(J). 
The preceding lemma shows that the problem complexity comes from selecting the 
path subset P,,(S). It also allows us to solve an instance H of the HARPOON problem 
by considering only those schedules whose structure satisfies the conditions (a) and 
(b). We denote by D(H) this dominant subset. 
Let us now specify an instance H of the HARPOON decision problem by 
(n, a, b, C, M), where M is a natural number not less than x1= I ai. We associate with 
The schedule S’ '(bi+Ci<bj+Cj) The schedule S"' 
S’ ’ is better than S’ ‘. 
Fig. 3. An improving exchange. 
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An instance of the 
HARPOON problem. 
(ignoring the root) 
J=(1,4) 
&(1,2,3,4) 
12 7 9 11 14 18 22 
The best schedule S*((1,4)). 
Fig. 4. The structure of a dominant schedule. 
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such an instance H the linear 
XiE{O, l>, iE{l, . . ..?Z}. 
A + f: (1 - XJbi < M, 
i=l 
j$l ajxj + @r + C,) xk < M, kE(l)...) Pz}. (5) 
inequality system LPOl(H) defined as follows: 
(3) 
(4) 
Lemma 4.3 shows that the answer to the instance H is yes if and only if LPOl (H) has 
a solution. 
Lemma 4.3. Let H = (n, a, b, C, M) be an instance of the HARPOON decision problem, 
there is a one-to-one mapping between the solutions of LPOl(H) and the schedules of 
D(H) whose makespan is at most M. 
Proof. Let S be a schedule of D(H) whose makespan is at most M. The corresponding 
values (Z1, . . . , Z,,) of the Xi variables are defined as follows: if i E PI (S) then Xi = 1 else 
Xi = 0. Let US show that X = (2 1, . . . , 2,) is a solution of LPOl (H). First it is clear from 
the definition of D(H) that A + x1= 1 (1 - Zi)bi is the time during which processor 0 is 
busy, SO we have A + x1= I(1 - xi)bi < M. 
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Assume now that path k is in P,(S). Then, from the structure of any schedule in 
D(H) we know that the tasks iI, i E PI(S) that are processed by processor 0 before task 
kI are precisely the tasks ir such that i E P,(S) and i < k. It follows that 
CT= 1 UjZj + (bk + CL)Xk is the completion time of the task k2 on its own processor. 
Thus, we have x$=1 ajXj + (bk + Ck)Xk f M. 
Suppose now that path k is in P,(S); then Xk = 0 and I;= 1 aj%j is the time at which 
processor 0 has completed the processing of the tasks iI such that i E PI(S) and i < k, 
so we have 
i aj%j + (bk + Ck)Xk = i ajlj < M. 
j=l j=l 
Conversely, let X = (X ,,...,~,)beasolutionofLPO1(H).WedefineJas{i~~i= l} 
and S as one schedule of D(H) such that Pr (S) = J. It is clear from inequality (2) that 
processor 0 is idle after time M and from the inequalities (3) that for every k in J, the 
processor which executes the task k2 is free after time M. It follows that S is a schedule 
of D(H) whose makesman is at most M. 0 
4.3. Deciding whether LPOl (H) has a solution is NP-complete 
It will be convenient in this section to denote D . LPOl (H) the decision problem that 
asks if the linear inequality system LPOl (H) has a solution. In this last step, we show 
that D. LPOl(H) is an NP-complete problem by polynomially reducing the KNAP- 
SACK decision problem (which is known to be NP-complete [4]) to it. 
Let us briefly recall that an instance of the KNAPSACK decision problem is 
specified by the following parameters (m, CX, ,Q, U, I’), where m is a positive integer, 
c( = (ar, . ..) G) and P = (Br, . . ..PJ are two vectors whose components are non- 
negative integers, U is a nonnegative integer less than Cy= r Cli, and V is a nonnegative 
integer less than CT= 1 pi. The question is: does there exist a O/l integer solution 
satisfying the two following inequalities: 
i$l clixi d us igl Pixi a v. 
Before deriving the polynomial transformation, let us observe that the answer to 
D. LPOl(H) is no if M < A and give LPOl(H) the following convenient form where 
h (h = M - A) is a nonnegative integer: 
(1) (al + bl + Cr)xr d A + h, 
(2) alxl + (a2 + b2 + C2)x2 < A + h, 
(i) . . . < . . . . 
(n - 1) alxl + a2x2 + ... + (a,-, + b,-I + Cn-l)~,-l < A + h, 
(n) alxl + a2xz + ... + (a,, + 6, + CJx, G A + h, 
(n+l) bIxI+b2xZ+...+b,x,,>B--h. 
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The first n inequalities correspond to the inequalities (3) of LPOl(H) and the last 
equality (n + 1) corresponds to the inequality (2) of LPOl(H). We may now state the 
theorem. 
Theorem 4.4. The decision problem D. LPOl (H) is NP-complete. 
Proof. Let (m, CI, p, U, V) be an instance of the KNAPSACK decision problem, the 
corresponding instance of D. LPOl (H) is as follows: 
(1) n = m + 1; 
(2) Ui = CLi, i~{l, ...) n - l} and bi = pi, iE{l, . . ..n - l}; 
(3) c, = &“_I - u- 1; 
(4) h = g’,_ 1 - V, b, = .G?#~_ 1 - V + 1; (notice that h = b, - 1); 
(5) C, = max{(maxlZir pi) - pl, C, + b, - PI}; 
(6) Ci = Ci_l + pi-1 - pi, i~(2, ...,n - 1); 
(7) a, = max{O, /I1 + C1 - h}; 
where d,- 1 = CrZ: cli and B,,_ 1 = Cy_: ai. Let us first show that all these values are 
nonnegativeintegers.Thisisclearlytrueforn,~~,iE{l,...,n- l},bi,iE{l,...,n- l}, 
h, b,, C1, a,, and C,. From (6), we get Vi E (2, . . ., n - l}, Ci = Ci - (Bi - pi) and from 
(5) we have C1 >pi--/?i, ie{l,..., n- l}, so Ci, ie{2 ,..., n- l} is a nonnegative 
integer. It remains to show that bI + C1 2 b2 + C2 3 . . . 2 b, + C,. From (6), 
we get 
bI + C1 = bZ + Cz = ... = b,mI + C,_I 
and from (5) we have C1 3 C, + b, - PI or equivalently C, + b, < C1 + PI = 
C,-I + /?,,- 1. So the preceding values constitute a valid instance of D. LPOl(H); 
moreover, they may be computed from the KNAPSACK instance in polynomial time. 
Let US now show that the answers to the two corresponding instances are the same. 
Suppose first that _% = {X1, . . . , X,} is a solution of LPOl (H). We know from (4) that 
h < b,, so we have 2, = 1 since otherwise we would have 
~ biffi = “~’ bi?ci G “t;’ bi = B - b, < B - h 
i=l i=l i=l 
and .% would not be a solution. The inequality (n) is satisfied by the solution x, so we 
get from (3) and (4): 
n-1 
izl i-i' ax <A+h-(u,+b,+C,)=d,_~+h-(b,+C,)=U. 
The inequality (n + 1) is satisfied by the solution x, so we get from (4): 
n-1 
C bixi ~ B - h - b, = V. 
i=l 
It follows that (Xi, . . . ,X,_ 1) is a solution of the KNAPSACK instance. 
Let us now consider a solution 2 = (X 1, . . . ,X,) of the KNAPSACK instance. We 
show that the vector r = (Xl, . . . , X,, 1 ), where X, + 1 = 1 is a solution of the LPOl (H) 
instance. 
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From (6) and (7) we have for any i~{l,...,n - l> 
U, + h 3 /Ii + Ci = /Ii + Ci. 
It follows that 
A + h 2 (al + “* + Ui) + (U, + h) 2 (Ur + “’ + Uj) + (bj + Ci); 
from which we derive that the inequality (i), i E { 1, . . . , n - l} is satisfied by any vector 
of (0, 1}m+' and thus by r. Consider now the inequality (n); since _% is a solution of the 
KNAPSACK instance, we have 
from which we derive using (3) and (4) that 
n-1 
Jl i -i ( n a x + a + 6, + C,)X, < U + (a, + b, + C,) = A + h. 
Thus, the inequality (n) is satisfied. Consider finally the inequality (n + 1); since 2 is 
a solution of the KNAPSACK instance, we have 
from which we derive, using (4), that 
n-l 
izl bi.fi + b,Z, 2 I/ + b, = B - h. 
Thus, the inequality (n + 1) is also satisfied and r is a solution of the D ~2’01 (H) 
instance. 
Since verifying that a vector of (0, 1)” is a solution of an instance of D . LPOl (H) can 
obviously be done in polynomial time, it follows from the above polynomial reduction 
that D. LPOl(H) is an NP-complete problem. 0 
5. A polynomial special case of HARPOON 
In this section we consider the special case of HARPOON where all the bj values 
are equal. We denote fi this common value and (n, a, j?, C) an instance of this special 
case. The proof that this scheduling problem is polynomial relies on the computation 
of a shortest M-feasible path with 4 arcs in polynomial time. 
Let G = (I’, E) be a directed acyclic graph whose edges have integer-valued (pos- 
sibly negative) lengths. The length of the edge (i,j) is denoted lij. The vertex s is 
a source from which any other vertex is reachable, 4 is a natural number less than 1 VI 
and M is a natural number. The path c = (co, . . . , cq) is said to be M-feasible if for every 
kin (0, . . . . 41, the length of the subpath (cc,, . . . , ck) is at most M. Fig. 5 illustrates a very 
simple example of this problem. 
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M=4, q=2, s=l 
The minimal values of the 
4-feasible paths with 
two arcs are close to the nodes 
+m if there is no such path) 
Fig. 5. An M-feasible path problem. 
Lemma 4.5, which is a simple variant of the Bellman-Kalaba algorithm, allows to 
compute in polynomial time the length &l(M) of a shortest M-feasible path with 
q arcs from s to i. The initial values for this lemma are as follows: &j(M) = 0 if i = s 
and + co otherwise. 
Lemma4.5. Foranykin(l,,.., n - 1) and any vertex j, the value as’(M) either equals 
+ CO $j = s or equals the minimum value of a:!-“(M) + lij where the vertex i runs 
through the subset of the immediate predecessors ofj in G such that a:!- "(M) + lij < M. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward by induction on k. 0 
Fig. 6 illustrates such computations for a simple graph. 
We now present the overall algorithm which solves an instance (n,a, /?, C) in 
polynomial time. 
Theorem 4.6. The special case of HARPOON with equal hi’s is polynomial. 
Proof. We first fix the number q of paths in the subset J and show that the best 
dominant schedule S * ( J) such that ( J ( = q may be computed in polynomial time. We 
associate with the instance H = (n, a, /?, C, M) the directed acyclic graph G(H) defined 
as follows (see Fig. 7): one node for each path and two extra nodes s and t; for each 
path-node i, there is an arc (s, i) whose length is ai + Ci and an arc (i, t) whose length is 
p; finally for each i,j such that 1 d i < j d n there is an arc (i, j) whose length is 
aj + Cj - Ci. It is clear from the definitions of G(H) that there is a one-to-one 
mapping between the paths of G(H) with q + 1 arcs from s to t and the set of 
dominant schedules S*(J) such that ( J ( = q. If (s, k(l), . . . , k(q), t) is such a path, the 
corresponding subset J is {k(l), . . . . k(4)) and for any p~{l, ,..,q) the value of the 
subpath (s, k(l), . . . , kcp)) is ~(1) + ... + uk(P) + C k(‘), which is precisely the time at which 
the processor executing the task ky’is free in S*(J) (recall that the root is ignored). So 
there exists a schedule S*(J) (I J 1 = q) of H whose makespan is at most M if and only if 
(a) A + (n - q)P G M, 
(b) there is an M-feasible path with q arcs from s to t in G(H). 
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Fig. 6. Computing the shortest M-feasible paths 
12 3 4 5 6 7 8 
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instance of the M-feasible 
(S=l, M=4, q=4) 
q n 
path problem. 
Fig. 7. The graph G(H). 
It follows from Lemma 4.3 that deciding whether such an M-feasible exists may be 
done in polynomial time. 
Now the overall algorithm for an instance of HARPOON H = (n, a, fi, C) is as 
follows: we use binary search on M with M _ = A as the initial lower bound and 
M + = A + nfl as the initial upper bound. For each value of M, we only consider the 
q values such that (a) is true and for each such value we examine whether there exists 
an M = feasible path with q arcs from s to t in G(H). This yields the minimum M such 
that there exists a dominant schedule S*(J) with makespan M in polynomial 
time. 0 
6. Concluding remarks 
The scheduling problem specified by a general precedence graph, interprocessor 
communication delays and no limitation on the number of processors was already 
known not to become an easy problem when duplication is allowed except when the 
communication times are smaller than the processing times. This paper mainly shows 
that the special case of this problem when the precedence graph is an intree (and even 
an intree whose depth is at most two) is an NP-hard problem. Conversely, it appears 
that duplication is extremely efficient in case the precedence graph is an outtree since 
creating duplicates here cancels all the effects induced by the communication delays. 
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